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SuperKEKB/Belle II experiment 

・ Next generation B-factory experiment to search for physics beyond Standard Model.  
  
・ Aiming 30 times instantaneous luminosity and 50 times integrated luminosity  
     compared with KEKB/Belle experiment 
     - Luminosity world record on last June!  
        https://www.kek.jp/en/newsroom/2020/06/26/1400/ 
 
・ O(100 PB) storage and O(1000k HepSpec) required at the end of data taking 
     
・ More than 1000 collaborators from 26 country and regions  (~700 registered on DIRAC).  
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DIRAC usage 

* What do you use DIRAC for, and which DIRAC functionalities you don't use, and why?  

Systems using  
 ・ Accounting, Configuration, DMS, Framework, RMS, RSS, Transformation, WMS 
      - Transformation for production job submission 
         Request made by BelleDIRAC production system 
         (we have our own production system, since  it came earlier than vanilla’s) 
 

System NOT using 
 ・ Monitoring  
      - Elastic Search under testing 
 ・ Production  
      - We are using our own system 
 ・ StorageManagementSystem 
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BelleDIRAC (1) 

* Do you have a DIRAC extension? Why?  
* If yes, do you think some of it could become part of the vanilla projects?  

・ Production system, for automatic submission production jobs/distribution of data.  
    Production – merge chain, specialized to handle Belle II production workflow and dataset structure. 
 
・ B2RucioDataManagementSystem 
    - Interface to Rucio for other BelleDIRAC components (mainly production system) 
 
・ RucioFileCatalog plugin under Resources/FileCatalog 
 
・ “gbasf2” to run Belle II software on the grid. 
 
・ Scout jobs (under WMS, but some part relies on gbasf2. Detail in later slide) 

Already merged  or PR made 
(Possibly) yes 
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・ BelleRAWDIRAC for the chain of upload, registration, replication of the raw data 
 
・ Pilot3 files distribution via CVMFS 
 
・ B2Monitoring  
    - Automatic detection of issues, Production progress based on Accounting,  
      CE communication test,  Pilot submission check, Restart of stuck components.. etc.   
 
・ dirac-install.py  
    - globalDefaults location  
    - Define Rucio related environment variables in bashrc  

BelleDIRAC (2) 

Already merged or PR made 
(Possibly) yes 



* To support your "Grid", do you have to use other systems than DIRAC?  

Other grid services 

Grid services: 
・ AMGA  
     - And webapp to find LPN for given production campaign, exp, etc.  

・ FTS      
・ VOMS   
・ Rucio     
・ CVMFS 
・ GGUS 
・ GOCDB 
 
Other Atlassian services for operation/development 
・ JIRA for notification from shifter  
・ Confluence for documentation 
・ BitBucket 
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Job execution 

・ Around 50 sites join. 
     - ~20 HTCondorCE, ~15 SSH, 5 ARC CEs, 5 Vcycle sites, CREAM (to be retired), Cloud schedular sites 
・ More than 20k jobs in busy period, 30k jobs at peak. Expect to scale more. 
・ > 20000 years wallclock time in 2 years 

20k 

* In the last two years, what has been the DIRAC usage in terms of jobs ran,  
  CPU (or wall time) used, and data transfers?  
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ReplicateAndRegister only 

Raw data 

Rucio 

All the transfers 

Mostly input data 
(Beam BG, merge jobs) 

Data transfers 

・ Majority is retrieving input data (beam BG, merge jobs) 
・ Before the Rucio integration, data movement over sites were managed by RMS.  
     - Around 9 PB in 2 years (4 PB for raw data, 5 PB for other production activity)  

* In the last two years, what has been the DIRAC usage in terms of jobs ran,  
  CPU (or wall time) used, and data transfers?  
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* What is your biggest frustration with DIRAC?  

・ WebApp related things 
    - After changing to ExtJs6:  
      -- Not having “NOT” button  
      -- Searching on the page 
      -- Can not select  
    - Selector is reset after reload 
 

・ Operations  
    - Difficulty in automatic issue detections    
       (Site, SE, DIRAC servers..)  
       Partly because we are not using RSS Email notification.. 
 
    - Stop failover transfer of destination SE (only to failover SE). 
       -- In Belle II, final destination is different from output SE.  
           Transfer to final destination is made by Rucio  
       -- Failover transfer cause conflict with Rucio. 

Frustration with DIRAC 
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* You can magically add one feature to DIRAC, what is it?  

New features? 

・ A light-weight mobile DIRAC WebApp to quickly 
check jobs etc. 
 
・ Interface to ggus, JIRA, etc. for automation 



* Any notable operations incident in the last year?  

Operation incidents 
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・Sandboxstore service sometimes cause timeout -> reconnections 
    - Setting MatchingDelay for user jobs 
       -- Currently 10 seconds. Limiting number of user jobs.  
   - Similar experience in other VOs, or any suggestion to mitigate this?  
 



Belle II DC infrastructure 

DIRAC nodes (KEK computers replacement in 2020 Summer) 
・ Production 
     - KEK: 11 nodes, 4 MySQL servers, 2 WebApps  
     - BNL (B2Rucio) 
     - Nagoya (SiteDirectors for SSH sites, ReqProxy) 
     - University of Victoria (SiteDirector for cloud scheduler) 
     - Napoli (ReqProxy) 
・ Development provided by BNL: 
     - Certification (test new BelleDIRAC release and productions) 
     - Migration (test BelleDIRAC compatibility for newer DIRAC version) 
・ Currently v6r22, and soon migrate to v7r0. 
 
Other services 
・ VOMS (KEK/DESY) 
・ AMGA (KEK) 
・ Rucio (BNL) 
・ FTS (BNL/KEK) 
・ Atlassian services (DESY). JIRA, Confluence, and Bitbucket 
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BelleDIRAC developers 

- ~180 Pull Requests 2020 Apr – 2021 Apr. 
 

- 16 members made PR (90% from 9 members) 
- BNL: RFC interface, B2RucioDataManagement 
- Mississippi + Cinvestav: gbasf2 client, dataset searcher 
- Nagoya + Niigata: B2Monitoring, Scout job 
- KEK: Prod and all the others 

- (not BelleDIRAC) Vcycle 
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Scout jobs 

・# of executed user jobs are similar to # of production jobs  
   - User job duration is much shorter than production jobs. 
 
・ Sometimes O(100 k) hopeless jobs submitted at once, and all the activity stopped 
  
・ Developed scout job framework: 
    Activate all the user jobs only after small scale jobs (=scout jobs) are succeeded,  
    to avoid massive user job failure. 
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User jobs 
Production jobs 

2k 
2k 
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・At the job submission, clone small number of jobs, which process small number of events 
   - Set scout job IDs in job parameter of primary jobs 
 
・Optimizer plugin “Scouting” sets primary job status “Scouting” 
 
・ScoutingJobStatusAgent monitor the scout job status. 
    - Set primary Job status “Waiting”/Failed when scout job are Done/Failed 
 
・ More than 50k scout jobs have been executed since this March. 
    No issue observed so far. 
 
・ Plan to extend to set CPUTime/output size for productions. 

Scout job statistics 

Scout job workflow 



Vcycle 

・4 Vcycle sites (Napoli, LAL, LPNHE, EGI) in production 
 
・Vcycle for EGI FedCloud 
    - Modified VCYCLE code including EGI Check-in authentication methods 
    - Tested three Openstack endpoints, and finally using IN2P3-IRES for 1 year 
 
・MultiVO VCYCLE for Jennifer2 Projects 
 
・We would like to keep to use the service 
   if supported in the future.  
   The code of VCYCLE is easy to understand, 
   the EGI FedCloud use case also demonstrate 
   that is possible to introduce customization. 
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Future development items  

・ Production system/DDM 
    - Automatic staging 
    - Automatic deletion of intermediate files 
    - Scalability improvement: Scheduling feature to accept many productions 
 
・Monitoring  
    - Link Automatic Issue Detector and RSS  
    - Automatic submission of JIRA/GGUS 
 
・ gbasf2/dataset searcher 
     -  Use Rucio container for job submissions 
         Something like “$gbasf2 –i EPS2021 …” 
 
・ Scout jobs   
     - Connect to productions to determine CPU, expected size etc. 
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Backup 
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VCYCLE for Belle II 

4 VCYCLE Sites in 
production: 

• Napoli.it 

• LAL.fr 

• LPNHE.fr 

• EGI.eu (IN2P3-
IRES) 

35kJobs ran in the last year over  
opportunistic resources 
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VCYCLE with EGI FedCloud 

In order to use Federated Authentication (token based) we modified the 
VCYCLE code including the EGI Check-in authentication methods. 
No other change has been necessary, and the VCYCLE motor worked 
out-of-the-box  
In the EGI FedCloud we tested three Openstack endpoints which are: 
• CESGA 
• IFCA-LCG2 
• INFN-Catania 
 
Finally we negotiate a set of stable resources with IN2P3-IRES for 1 
Year 
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VCYCLE VM FACTORY 
SERVICE 

VCYCLE Tenant on 
a Openstack Cloud 

 
VM2 

VM3 

HTTP 
CONTEXTUALIZATION 

ENDPOINT 

VM1 

HTTP ENDPOINT FOR 
LOGGING 

Virtual 
Server  for 
all the 
services 
• 4 cores 
• 8GB Ram 
• 50GB HD  

https://recas-
vcycle01.na.infn.it:8443 

https://recas-
vcycle01.na.infn.it:443 

KEK DIRAC SERVER 

recas-vcycle01.na.infn.it 

GRIDPP DIRAC SERVER 

VM4 

Cloud IaaS MultiVO VCYCLE for Jennifer2 Project  
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VCYCLE Issue / Future Plan 

Some work needed to properly setup the pilot which run inside the 
Virtual Machine, no large community for share issue. 

 

When the setup is done, the system is stable and works very easily. 

 

Currently we are fixing the pilot job for T2K/HK jobs with GRIDPP for 
Jennifer2 after some upgrade on the GRIDPP DIRAC instance. 

 

We would like to maintain the service if supported in the future. The 
code of VCYCLE is easy to understand, the EGI FedCloud use case also 
demonstrate that is possible to introduce customization. 
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